Indexes and Access

The indexes provide eight ways to access information published in the Transcript. In addition to a General Index, there is also an Author Index, an Alumni News Index (accessible by alumnus name or graduation date), an In Memoriam Index (like the Alumni News Index, accessible by name or graduation date), a Photograph Index, a Books Index (accessible by book title or book author), a Class of Index (accessible by class graduation date), and a Case Name Index. The latter three indexes pull out unique components to create individual indexes. Unless noted otherwise, all citations under index entries are listed in chronological order. All indexes follow the same General Index format and include the same characteristics:

- Pinpoint page cites are only provided for entries in the Senior Transcript special publication and to photographs. All other entries are referenced by the first page of the article.
- Donors listed in Giving Campaigns or other contribution pages are not referenced.
- References to law firms are not included.
- Senior Transcript, Class of 1995 was erroneously designated volume 28, no. 4, Fall 1994. This issue can be found in volume 29, no. 1, Fall 1994, entries are cited to volume 29, no. 1, Fall 1994, and include a (+) after the page number to indicate this discrepancy.
- Senior Transcript, Class of 1996 was designated volume 30, no. 1, Spring 1995. This issue can be found in volume 30, no. 1, Fall 1995 and the entries are cited to volume 30, no. 1, Fall 1995; the citations include a (+) after the page number to indicate this discrepancy.
- Symbols
  - Star (*): Information printed on the unnumbered end pages in the front or back of issues are designated with an asterisk and the closest appropriate page number, e.g., "at 1.*"
  - Plus (+): Occasionally there are misspellings, names are incorrect (e.g., "Mike" for "Mark"), misspelled (e.g., "Hockey" for "Hockley"), or graduation dates are incorrect; when those mistakes occur, the entries are listed under the correct name, spelling, or graduation date and designated with a plus sign (+) after the page number.

General Index

The General Index references people and events reported in the Transcript. Articles are indexed by subjects discussed, cross-referenced by individuals or organizations, and – where appropriate - by secondary topics. Entries in this index are listed in strict alphabetical order. Variations of name entries (e.g., initial only, nicknames, last name only) are referenced in parens. With common names, references in the parens and entries correspond to dates when the individual attended the law college. Honorifics or titles are included when mentioned in the article. Academic honorific references for non-Nebraska academics are included in parens. If a Nebraska academic has more than one academic honorific (e.g., Dean and Professor), articles are referenced under the title held at the time of publication and cross-referenced with see also references. If more than one honorific is referred to in an article, the entry is referenced under the first held at the time of the article's publication. Non-academic honorifics such as Judge or President are provided when indicated in the text. Note: the honorifics are only included in the General Index. Finally, photographic credits are not specifically mentioned; if photographers are identified, there is a reference to the article the photographs accompany listed under the photographer's name.

As noted above, Senior Transcript entries reference the page number where individuals are found, not the page number where the articles begin. Those individuals without resumes or not pictured are referenced on the pages where that information is listed.

On occasion, some issues are specifically devoted to faculty and are designated as The Faculty Transcript. The entries in those issues provide biographical information about faculty and administrators, as well as listing the individual's areas of study and/or expertise. Entries from those issues are designated as follows:

Alan Frank
- Faculty Transcript
  v. 13, no. 2, December 1978 at 19.

Where texts of speeches are included in articles, entries are also included under the heading "Speech Texts".

Specific "columns" or "sections" devoted to faculty, staff or student activities appear regularly in the Nebraska Transcript; those sections are included in the General Index as follows:
• **Faculty Notes**
  - The column provides brief summaries of the activities of the law college faculty.
  - May be listed under Faculty, Faculty Notes, Notes on the Faculty, Faculty Activities, Faculty Facts, Faculty Notes on Vacations, or Faculty & Staff Notes.
  - In lieu of an article title, Faculty Notes entries are entered under the faculty member’s name.
  - Details (e.g., publications, seminars, presentations, etc.) are not individually indexed or included in the entries.
  - Sample entry:
    - Alan Frank
      - Faculty Notes
        v. 20, no. 1, Fall 1985 at 21.
        v. 21, no. 1, Fall 1986 at 28.

• **Staff Notes**
  - The Staff Notes column provides brief summaries of the activities of members of the law college staff. This column had various names including Faculty & Staff Notes, or Staff Notes.
  - In lieu of an article title, Staff Notes entries are entered under the staff member’s name.
  - Details are not individually indexed, listed or included in the entries.
  - Sample entry:
    - Beki Colberg
      - Staff Notes
        v. 21, no. 1, Winter 1986 at 21.

• **Student Notes**
  - The Student Notes column provides brief summaries of the activities of student organizations. This column had various names including Student Briefs; Student Notes; Student Organizations.
  - In lieu of an article title, Student Notes entries are entered under the student organization’s name.
  - Details other than organizations and individuals named (e.g., meeting, seminar, presentation, etc.) are not individually indexed or included in the entries.
  - Sample entry:
    - American Trial Lawyers Association
      - Student Notes
        v. 21, no. 1, Winter 1986 at 21.

**Author Index**
The Author Index alphabetically lists all authors with articles published in issues of the Transcript. Instances where an article is co-authored are entered under both authors’ names.

**Photograph Index**
The Photograph Index provides citations to all photographs of individuals specifically identified in the pages of the Transcript. This index includes names only, no honorifics. Nicknames are included in parens () after full first names. Images of places, things, groups, or events captioned are bolded.

**Alumni & In Memoriam Indexes**
These indexes provide name, nickname (where included), date of graduation, and pinpoint page citation; LL.M. students are designated by [LLM]. The Alumni Index includes entries from columns entitled News of Alumni, Our Alumni and AlumNotes. The In Memoriam Index includes entries from columns entitled In Memoriam and Deaths. The graduation date varies for some alumni; in those cases, different graduation dates are included with the individual’s name (e.g., (1977/1978)) in the Name section and accompanied by a see also reference to cross reference the different dates in the Date section.

Note regarding information in the Alumni Notes section: with volume 27, no. 2, Winter 1993, this section began including information from alumni surveys compiled in connection with alumni reunions.
Cases Index
Entries in this Index are organized by case name only; case citations are not included. The Transcript entries following the case names include a reference to the article mentioning the case and the citation to the Transcript. Case names may have been verified or fully provided when only referenced by one party in the text, e.g., Roe v. Wade if the text only referred to the case as Roe.

Class of Index
Entries in this index are organized by graduation date and provide citations to articles discussing class reunions, profiles of specific classes, or unique events related to specific classes.

Book Index
The Book Index provides the citation to articles where a book was referenced. Entries in this index are accessible by book title or book author. Titles and author names have been verified and titles and/or author names corrected when necessary.
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